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0. Introduction
Many phenomena of wave propagation problems for example acoustic,
electromagnetic and elastic waves, can be written in first order symmetric hyper-
bolic system. According to C.H. Wilcox [10] they can be represented in general
as
(0.1) E(x)Dtu- AjDjU = f ( t , x) .
where t^R1 (time), x&R" (space), Dt=^ — and Dj=^ — . Here u= fai Qt t dxj
(ΐ, x), •••, u
m
(t, x)) is a C^-valued function which describes the state of the media
at position x and time £, E(x) is a positive definite hermitian matrix valued
function of x, Aj's are mxm constant hermitian matrices and /(£, x)= (fι(t, x)>
" jfm(t> x)) is a prescribed function which specifies the sources acting in the
medium. If we write
(0.1) can be written as
(0.1)' Dtu-Λu=f(t,x).
When E(x)=I (identity matrix) the equation (0.1)' is represented as
(0.2) Dtu-Λ*u=f(t,x)9
where
Now if we assume that/ has the form
-f(t, *) = **'/(*)
and that the solution of (0.1)' has the same form
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u(t, x) = eίλtv(x, λ) ,
then v(xy λ) must satisfy
(0.3) Av-\v=f(x), xϊΞR" .
Steady-state wave propagation problem is the problem of deciding the solution
of (0.3). In this paper we consider the asymptotic behavior at infinity of the
Green function G+(x, λ) of steady-state wave propagation problem correspond-
ing to (0.2), that is,
(0.4) A°v-\v=f(x), x<ΞRn .
The Green function is defined as the following: for ζ^C\R the Green
function for A°—ζI is defined by inverse Fourier transformation
(0.5) G(x, ζ) = £F-'[(A°(.)-r/n in & ,
where Λ°(£)=Σ ξjAj, ξ=(ξ
υ
 •-, £„) (symbol of Λ°). Then for \e=R\{0} the
i = l
Green function is defined by the limit
(0.6) lim G(x, \±iβ) = G±(x, λ)
if it exists. Our final purpose is to show the existence of G±(x> λ) and give
its asymptotic estimate at infinity under some suitable conditions. Remark
that the Green function is a fundamental solution of Λ°— λ/:
(A°-λ/)G±(Λ?,λ)=δ(Λ?)/.
The asymptotic behavior at infinity of the Green function is useful to
develop the scattering theory for the system Λ, that is, the Rellich uniqueness
theorem, limiting absorption principle and eigenfunction expansion for Λ.
Especially the Green function takes an important role in the proof of the Rel-
lich uniqueness theorem for steady-state wave propagation problem (0.3) under
suitable radiation condition (condition at infinity).
Properties of the Green function are much effected by the geometrical
properties of the slowness surface which is defined by
(0.7) S = iξtΞR"; det(/-Λ°(f)) = 0} .
In this paper we assume that for some integer /
(0.8) rank A°(f ) = m-l for any ξ<=Rn\{0} .
C.H. Wilcox [12] called the system with (0.8) strongly propagative system.
(0.8) is equivalent to that S is bounded. Thus there exists some constant C
s
such that
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fC\ OΛ Q (— JZ /nr~ lx> l £ I <Γ* \(y *) o (_ ΐ£, U $ 2: I £ I =^is sf .
If S consists of concentric spheres concerned at origin the system is called
isotropic, and if S has no algebraic singularities the system is called uniformly
propagative.
The important properties of the Green function for scattering theory are
the following expansion formula and the estimate of the remainder term:
(0.10) G(*, λ)
P
• IX11*1"1)/21 T(s\ I ~* I K(s\ I ~^2fi(s\ I CY)
+q±(x, λ),
where
(Oil) \Q(X \}\<C\x\~ni2
for some constant C independent of η=x/\x\. Here ί(γ)'s are maps from S"'1
to S, P(s) is the projection onto the eigenspace for the eigenvalue λ—1 of Λ°(s)
(seS), K(s) is the Gaussian curvature of S at s and T(s) is the polar reciprocal
map whose definition will be given later. For isotropic systems the formulas
(0.10) and (0.11) is given in M. Matsumura [2] and the scattering theory is
developed in K. Mochizuki [5]. In the papers C.H. Wilcox [11], J.R. Schulen-
berger [6], J.R. Schulenberger and C.H. Wilcox [7], [8] and [9], the formulas
(0.10) and (0.11) are given and the scattering theory is developed for uniformly
propagative systems whose slowness surface has no parabolic points, that is,
the points where the Gaussian curvature vanishes. In the proof of (0.10)
and (0.11) the stationary phase method is essentially used for the integral on
the slowness surface.
However there are some important systems which are not uniformly prop-
agative, for example electromagnetic wave propagation in crystals. In this
case the slowness surface consists of two sheets which intersect at four points
with each other. These points are the algebraic singularities of the slowness
surface. Moreover there are four circles where the Gaussian curvature vanishes.
In the neighborhood of parabolic points the uniformity for η of the constant C
of (0.11) cannot be expected. In the neighborhood of singularities the usual
stationary phase method cannot be applied. So in this paper we give an ex-
pansion formula and an estimate of the remainder term corresponding to (0.10)
and (0.11) for a class of systems including the electromagnetic wave propagation
in crystals which is sufficient to develop the scattering theory (theorem 7.1).
The class will be given in the next section.
By using this expansion formula and this asymptotic estimate the scattering
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theory can be developed in the method of J.R. Schulenberger [6], J.R. Schulen-
berger and C.H. Wilcox [7], [8] and [9] for some non-uniformly propagative
system Λ of the form
Λ = E(x)~lφ Aj(x)Dj+B(v)) (*<ΞΩ = Rn\O)
where O is compact and Λ=Λ° outside a bounded set. Details of the calculas
will be given in another paper by the author.
Here we should state the difference between the results of M. Matsumura
[3] and those of ours. He has considered the system whose slowness surface
consists of some smooth strictly convex surfaces which may intersect with
one another, and he get the decaying order of \x\ at infinity for each fixed -η.
But the wave propagation in crystals is not included in this class. Moreover
the uniformity for η of the remainder term estimate is not obtained. We shall
give some kind of uniformity for η for a class of systems given in the next sec-
tion.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1 the assumptions for the
slowness surface are given. In section 2 the Green function is represented
by the slowness surface integral. A modification of stationary phase method
is considered in sections 3^6. In section 3 the case in the neighborhood of
stationary point is treated. Section 4 developes the analysis of the slowness
surface and the Gauss map, and gives some geometrical properties. In section
5 some estimates with respect to the slowness surface integral is given and some
lemmas are prepared, and in section 6 the proof of modified stationary phase
method of the slowness surface integral is concluded. The main theorem is
proved in section 7.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M.
Ikawa for his kind suggestions and constant help.
1. Assumptions for the slowness surface
In this paper some geometrical properties of the slowness surface will be
assumed. First we assume that the space dimension n is odd. Under the
assumption (0.8) the eigenvalues of Λ°(|) can be enumerated for IΦO as follows:
where p is independent of ξ ([12, §2]). If / of (0.8) is zero λ0(?) does not ap-
pear. We put
(1.1) Sk
It immediately follows that
S = U S, .
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Since \k(ζ) is continuous Sk is a continuous (n — l)-dimensional surface. These
surface may intersect with one another. Put
Z^ = {ξ(=S ξ<ΞSjnSk for
Then Zy> consists of all algebraic singularities of S.
The wave surface is defined as the polar reciprocal with respect to the
unit sphere of the slowness surface S ([12, §1]). This means that
W= {x^Rn\ {x ξ = 1} is a tangent plane to S}.
Let T be the polar reciprocal map from S to W. It means that for
s N(t)
where N denotes an exterior unit normal vector to S at s (the Gauss map).
Let Zffl be the set of algebraic singularities of W, and Zψ be the inverse
image of Zφ of T:
zφ = τ-\z&)
Similarly
If the Gaussian curvature K(s) vanishes at s^S, then s^Z(j}. (For the definition
of the Gaussian curvature refer to M. Matsumura [3, §5]).
We assume following conditions on the slowness surface.
S i ) Z(s} is an (n— J)-dimensional smooth submanifold of Rn where d
Sii) Z(s2) is an at most (n— 2)-dimensional smooth submanifold of RΛ.
Siii) The Gaussian curvature K(s) satisfies
for some constant c in a neighborhood of
Siv) In a neighborhood
dist
s
(ί, Z<
s
l
Sv) On each Sh
for some constant c in a neighborhood of Zψl^Sj Π Sk.
svi)
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(Throughout the paper dist^ denotes the distance of a metric space X).
The slowness surface of the system of electromagnetic wave propagation
in crystals is well-known as the Fresnel surface (cf. C.H. Wilcox [13]). Its
figure is illustrated in P. Appel et E. Lacour [1, page 178, 186 and 187]. The
surface can be parametrized with the elliptic functions ([1, page 180, (10)]).
For the Fresnel surface the conditions Si)~Svi) can be checked with this para-
metrization and some fundamental calculas.
2. Representation of the Green function by slowness surface in-
tegral
In this section we shall give a representation of the Green function by
slowness surface integral. First of all we treat orthogonal projections on eigen-
spaces corresponding to eigenvalues \k(ξ) of Λ°(|). The orthogonal projec-
tion Pkfζ) on eigenspace corresponding to λA(£) is given by
(2.1) Pk(ξ) = --U (Λ'(f)-*)-U*, \k\ = *(/),2π
where π(l) is defined by
<2 2> *<
and 7k(ξ) by
with ck(ζ) so small that 7k do not intersect with one another. Sets Zs and Z
are defined by ZS=Z^ U Zψ and
(2.3) Z = {ξ = rs\ r>0 and s<=Z
s
} .
When |eΛw\Z we can take such ck(ξ)'s since \k(ξ) are distinct. Similarly Zw
and Z are defined by ZW=Z^ U Z^ and
(2.4) Z = {x = rw\ r>0 and w^Z
w
} .
Z
s
, Z, Z
w
 and Z are all closed null sets. Note that T is bijective and diffeo-
morphic from S\ZS to W\ZW.
Now eigenvalues \k(ξ) and the orthogonal projections Pk(%] (\k\ = π(l),
1, •••, p) have following properties [12]:
(2.5) λ,A(|) is continuous on JBn\{0} and real analytic on Rn\Z
(2.6) \k(aξ) = a\k(ξ) for all α>0, ξ<=Rn and \k\ = 1, •••, p
(2.7) \k(-ξ) = ~λ_,(?) for all ξ^Rn and \k\ = 1, •••, p
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and
(2.8) Pk(ξ) is real analytic on R'"\Z for | k | = π(t), 1, , p
(2.9) Pk(aξ) = Pk(ξ) for all α>0, ξeβ"\Z and \k\ = 1, -, p
(2.10) A(-£) = P-k(ξ) for all £eΛ"\Z and \k\ = π(ΐ), 1, -, p
(2.11)
 ιt|Σ;AP/(?) = / for
(2.12) Λ°(£)A(
for all leJR'V and \k\ =π(l),
(2.11) and (2.12) imply
(2.13) Λ°(£) = Σ 3v y
 1*1=1
and then we have
(2.14) (Λ0^)-?/)-1 = Σ
I»I=«CO'
for all ξ(=Rn\Z and
Note that P0(ξ) is real analytic not only for ξ<=Rn\Z but for ?eΛn\{0}. Let
α and δ be positive numbers with a<b. Then λ^f) attains minimum value
c0 if ? is in the bounded domain {a^\ξ\^b} because of its continuity. Then
if we define cQ(ξ) with c0>c0(ξ) for ξ^{a^\ξ\^b}y 70(ξ) never intersect with
another circle 7k(ξ) and P0(ξ) is real analytic in this domain. Since a and b
can be chosen arbitrally, PQ(ξ) is real analytic for ξ^Rn\{0}.
Next we consider the Green function G(x, ξ) for ξ^C\R. From (0.5)
<?(*, ξ) = ff-'KΛ^ )-?/)-1].
Let a, b and £„ be given constants with [a, όjc.R'XίO} and £0>0. Here we
suppose ξ"=λ±ί'ε where λe[α, ό] and 0<£2S£0. In proving the existence
of the limit G±(x, λ) of (0.6), there are difficulties if some eigenvalue λt(|?) of
Λ°(l) is equal to λ. From (2.6), (2.7) and the definition of Sk, λ*(5)=λ is equiva-
lent to ξ=\s for seSk. So it follows from (0.9) that
|?|^|λ| |ί|^ b 'C
s
 (if
where C
s
 is of (0.9). Put φtf) e Cΐ(R") as
1 if α Cl^m^δ C,
(2.15)
 ιrιv
./ | n .f m^ f l.c l/2 or
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when 0<a<b. When #<ά<0, we replace a and b with \b\ and \a\ respec-
tively in (2.15). And put φ2(?)=l— Φι(f) Then
(2.16) G(x, ζ) = ff
x9 ζ) .
To begin with we consider G2(x, ζ). By the properties of inverse Fourier
transformation
holds for any multi-index a=(a1 ••• an) where x*=x*i ••• #*Λ and Dξ=D*ι •
Z)*». Since λ*(l) is never equal to λ on the support of φ2(£) and since
= 1 if \ ζ \ is sufficiently large, we have
where <?> denotes (1+ | ξ\2)l/2 and the constant C
Λ
 is uniform in
[Λ, i], £<Ξ(0,
with respect to ζ. Since <?X |Λ| is integrable on J?n for |α|>w+l, we have
and^ΦO
(2.17)
where C/ is uniform for η=-^— and
Next we consider G^x, ζ). Since (A.\ξ)—ξl)~1φ
ί
(ξ) has compact sup-
port on Rn, GI(#, ζ) can be regarded as the inverse Fourier transformation of
function of Zλ Then by (2.14) we have
(2.18) G&, ζ) = Jy <
p P
~txt -^i *\
= Jα,L
=^G^(x, ξ)
where dξ=(2π)~n/2dξ. (Note that Z is a closed null set.) In the case of k
>0 we make the change of variables ξ to (r, s) for r>0 and s^Sk\Z by ξ=rs.
Then the w-dimensional volume element of Λn\Z can be written
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where dS=(2π)~(n~^dS is the (n— l)-dimensional volume element of Sk as
a submanifold of Rn and dr=(2n}~ldr. This change of variable gives
GU*. ζ) = e"" .Jo Jst \k(rs)— ξ
Vλ*(ί) is normal to Sk at s^Sk\Zψ. The homogeneity of \/,(ξ) gives ? Vλ*(
= 1. These facts imply
(2.19) Γ(ί) = (ί Λ/ (ί))-W(ί
Then from (2.6), (2.9) and (2.19)
(2.20) GI)4(*, f) = Γ^Jo r — ζ
follows. In the case of — k the change of variables ζ to —ξ gives
Recall (2.7) and (2.10). Then the coordinates based on S
Λ
 gives
and the change of variable r to — r gives
(2.21) Glt.k(X, ζ) = β -
Combining (2.20) and (2.21) we have
(2.22) GJίx, ζ)+G^k(x, ξ)
In the case of k=0 we write
Since P0(?) i§ homogeneous of degree 0 and analytic in Λn\{0}, it follows
from Theorem 2.16 of [4, page 116] that
1 f A X
where μQ= — I P0(ω)dω(Ωn is the surface area of Sn~l), η== - and
Ω
n
Js«-ι \x\
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=0. Hence G1,0(^?)=-(ff-1[]*£F-1φ1)W givesSn-1 ζ
GlΛ(χ, ζ)
*- \
-'ΦO (*)+P.v. *~
Since (£F"Jφι) (#)££., we have
(2.23) |Gι.o(*»
where C70 is uniform for η=-^— and1*1
(2.16) and (2.18) give
(2.24)
where P(ή is the function on S\Zφ which satisfies P(s)=Pk(s) if ίe/S1*. Then
by putting
Go(*, ξ) = GlΛ(x, ζ)+G2(x, ζ) ,
we have from (2.24) a representation of G(x, ζ)
(2.25) G(x, ζ)
= Go(*, ?)+ Γ M^ β(r*, r)rfr ,
J-oo ^ - ξ
where
(2.26) v(x, r) = ( <f* 'P(ήφ
λ
(rs) | Γ(j) |
v O
(2.17) and (2.23) give
where C is uniform for η=-^— and feΔ. Then it is easy to see that the limit
G0)±(#, λ)=lim G0(x, λ±z£) exists and satisfies
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uniformly in η and ζ. Moreover it is also easy to see that the convergence is
uniform with respect to λ^ftf, b].
Here we state a theorem which is connected with the asymptotic behavior
at infinity of v(x, r). The following four sections are devoted to prove this
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let the space dimension n be odd and let lank Λ°(?) be
constant if IΦO. Let I be a constant satisfying
(2.27) \K(s)\^c dist(s, Zψ)1
for some constant c in the neighbourhood of Z(j\ whose existence is assured by the
analyticίty of K(s). Let ρ(η) denote the number of points s^S with N(s)=η
and let {s™(η)
 9 7=1, •••, ρ(rj)} denote the set of these points. p+(s) (resp. p~(s))
denotes the number of positive (resp. negative) principal curvatures of S at s^S and
Then under assumptions Si)~Svi)
v(x, r) = \ ef"P(s) \ T(s) \ '
Js
can be represented for η^Sn~l\Z as follows:
(2.28) v(x, r)
Pθ7)
= Σ (
γ=ι
γ=ι
•P(s) \ T(s) \ -1 \ K(s) \ -wφtrs) \
 s=s
c«(_η)
+ q(χ, r)
where q(x, r) has a compact support with respect to r and satisfies that for any p
with \^p<\-\ — there exists apositive number v—-vp such that
(2.29)
and
(2.30)
3. Modification of the stationary phase method (1)
Recall a proposition, which is called a stationary phase method.
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Proposition 3.1. Let h^C°°(U) and g^Co(U) where U is a domain of Rn.
1) // h has no stationary points (the point where VA—0) on supp g, then we
get
\ eίih^g(σ)dσ = O(r°°) as \t\ -> °° .Ju
2) Let h have stationary points on supp g and assume that these points are
all non-degenerate. The set of non-degenerate stationary points on supp g is finite
in number and we denote these points by #(1), •••, #CP). Then we get
{ eith^g(σ)dσ = (2πY/2 Σ *''
JU γ=ι
|HessA(^γ))|
+ 3
where
Proposition 3.1 is applied to prove
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a C°° hypersurface in Rn, m a function defined
on Sx R with compact support and defined
I(Xy r) = ( eix'sm(s, r)dS, #<j s
where dS is the surface element on S. Assume that the Gaussian curvature K(s)
of S does not vanish on support of m. Then the set of points on support of m at
which the normal to S is parallel to η is finite in number for each unit vector η^Sn~l.
We denote these points by j(1), ••-, s(?(™(η). Denote by p+(s) (resp. p~(s)) the
number of positive (resp. negative) principal curvatures at s€ΞS and
Then the asymptotic behavior of I(x, r) at infinity along the ray η=~^— is given by
\x\
/(*, 0
PCi?)
•23«'-«|(*,r)|X(*)|-VV+(*)|.w
l l X ί , r) IK(t)I -VV-(*) I,=/»(-,)
7=1
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where for each non-negative integer I
Al
8|*|'
with uniform constant C/ for
For the proof of the Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, refer to M. Matsu-
mura [3, §4 and §5],
If the slowness surface S of Λ° has no singularities (so-called uniformly
propagative) and no parabolic points, that is, the points where K(s) vanishes,
we can apply Proposition 3.2 to v(x, r) of (2.26). Then it can be proved that
the remainder term of the Green function has the estimate (0.11) ([7]).
But under assumptions Si^Svi) S may have some singularities and some
parabolic points. Thus we have to modify the stationary phase method to
be suitable for our case.
In this section we prove only the following two propositions, the one is
related to the case that there are no stationary points in the neighborhood of
singularities and the other to the case that the integrand has its support only
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a stationary point.
Proposition 3.3. Let U be an open domain of RN, M be a (N—d)-dimen-
sίonal submanifold of U where d^2. h(σ) and g(σ) are given functions with the
following properties :
(3.1) A(σ)eC°°(C/\Λf)> real valued, \Vh\ ^Ob for any
(3.2) g(σ)^C°°(U\M)
ί
 have compact support in U ,
(3.3) I Q*g(σ) I ^  Oadist^σ, M)' |Λ| for any a ( | a \ ^  0) ,
(3.4) \d"h(σ)\ ^Cadist^σ , M)~w+1for any a(\a\ ^1
for some constants C
a
. Then we have
(3.5) I J ^^(σjrfσ I ^  Or «-1>-v
for some positive number v and positive constant C.
Proof. Let δ be a positive number. Put
(3.6) U8 = {σ£Ξ U] dist^σ , M)^δ> .
Then it is clear that
(3.7) \dU8\~δd-1
where | | means the area. Then we calculate as follows:
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(3.8) ( eίth^g(
σ
)d
σ
 = lim ( eίth(*>g(
σ
)dσ
Ju 540 Ju\us
= lim J l ^2(^h(σYVe^^)g(σ)dc
^ithCσ) V^'M tfr/rW/r
It follows from (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6) that
(The integrand of J
υ
) =
Thus (3.7) implies
(3.9) IΣ/i l ^  SΛ( δ-^2^5 = Cv 7
 y=ι y=ι tj Jws
rf^l
Γθ -> 0 as δ -> 0
V=ι
with suitable constant C. From (3.3) and (3.4)
(The integrand of/2) = Otdist^σ, M)-(d~l
also follows, and thus it is integrable on U. Then we have
(3.10)
by making δ-»0 in (3.8).
Next we consider
Take sufficiently large t and put £=r\ Here we put peC"(Λ) as
1 kl^ 1
and put
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/ \ / *• j*
r,M))
Then it follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
on supp Pe(<τ). Here we devide / into two parts:
(3.11) /
= /,+/,.
For /! one more integration by parts gives
and thus
(3.12) |/1|^08-'r1 = Cr1+rfv for some C
For 72 we estimate it with (3.11)
(3.13) |/2 1 ^  C ( dist^σ, M)'(4
Jdisto-(a,M)
By (3.12) and (3.13) and by putting z/=l/(rf+l) we have
I/I = |/1+/2|^Crv forsomeC.
Thus (3.5) follows from (3.10) and the above fact. Q.E.D.
In the next proposition we consider an oscillating integral with a para-
meter and take out a relationship between principal part and the distance from
stationary points to singularities of phase functions.
Proposition 3.4. Let U be an open domain of RN and {h
a
}
aeu
 and {g
a
}
a
<=u
be families of functions defined on U with the following properties:
i) Let S= dist(β, 917), h
a
(σ)<=C°°(U)y real valued and
(3.14)
for some constant C
Λ
 independent of a.
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iί) For any a^U Vh
a
(a)=0 and Vh
a
(σ) Φ0 if σΦa. Moreover
(3.15) |HessA
Λ
(0)|>£0δ7, a^U
for some positive constant c0 and some positive integer I independent of a.
iii) g
β
(σ)e Oΐ(U) and
(3.16) \d*g
a
(σ)\^C
a
S-^N+1+l>
for some constants C
Λ
 independent of a.
iv)
(3.17) supple{k-«|<eδ"+1+<} ,
where c is a constant depending only on N and {h
a
},
Then we have
(3.18)
•/£/
""•<•» I Hess h
a
(ά) I -1/2 &,(«)r"'2+3β(0
where H
a
(a)=( a (a)). Here q
a
(f) satisfies that for any positive number μ
9(Tj dσk
there exist v (>0) such that
(3.19) \q
a
(t)\ ^CS-μΓN'2~v |Hess h
a
(ά)\-1/2
for some constant independent of a.
For the proof of Proposition 3.4 we prepare two lemmas related to the
phase functions. We write
(3.20) h
a
(
σ
)-h
a
(a) = Σ α/*(«y-βy) («*-«*)
where < , > denotes the inner product of RN and H
a
(σ)=(2ajk(σ))y
(3.21) «,,(«)
Then -ί/^σ) is a real symmetric matrix valued C°° function on U. Since
H
a
(a)=( a (a)) agrees with the definition above. Put
(3.22) Ktt(σ) = H.(
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Now we shall make a transformation of variables σ H-> H by
(3.23) σ-a = K
a
(σ)1/2Ξ .
Then the following facts related to this transformation holds.
Lemma 3.5. 1) c^l\σ— a\ ^  |B| ±£c_|σ— - a\.
2) h
a
(σ)-h
a
(ά) = (l/2χfl
 β
(fl)H, H>.
3) 77*0 mapσi-^3 is a diffeomorphίsm from {\σ—a\ ^SN+1+I} to a domain
Here ϋ is the same constant of (3.17). c+ and c^ are some constants depending
only on N and {h
a
} .
Proof. 1) We put
(3.24) E
a
(
σ
) = K
a
(σ)-I = H
a
(
σ
γ\H
a
(a)-H
a
(σ}} .
By (3.14) and (3.21) we have
(3.25) \\H
a
(a)-H
a
(
σ
)\\
= llf(l-p) [Γ
Jθ Jo
where C3=\/Fmax Ca and \\A\\=VΣ\ajk\
2
. On the other hand (3.14), (3.21)
1*1=3 i,f
and the definition of inverse matrix give
(3.26) l|fl.(o ΠI^ |det H
a
(
σ
}\C^-^^ ,
where C2=\/N max Cα. Since det X for X=(xjk) is a polynomial of N2 vari-|Λ|=2
ables, it is Lipschitz continuous on the bounded domain {||J?'||^JR}, which
means that there exists some constant L=L(R) such that
(3.27) I det -Y-det Y\ £L\\X-Y\\ .
(3.14) and (3.21) give
Thus it follows from (3.27) that for L=L(C2)
I det (δfl.(σ))-det (SH.(a)) \ ^
that is,
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S"Idet Hj(σ)- Idet H
a
(a)\ ^L\\H
a
(σ)-H
a
(a)\\ .
Thus we get
(3.28) |detff
a
(<r)|
Let ?0<c0 and let
Then it follows from (3.15), (3.25) and (3.28) that
(3.29) I det H
a
(
σ
) | ^  | det H
a
(a) \ -Zί0δ'^(c0-er0)δ/>0 .
Hence from (3.25), (3.26) and (3.29) it follows that
(3.30) \\E.(σ)\\ <Ξ II/WH \\H
a
(a)-H
a
(σ)\\
By taking sufficiently large L if necessary we may assume that K<1. Let
c
n
 and d
n
 be the coefficients in the expansion (l+p)1/2=Σ c
n
ρ
n
 and (l+p)~1/2
if = 0
eβ
=Σ d
n
pn, respectively. Since the radius of convergence of both of them are
»=o
1, (3.30) implies that
co oo
^.j.olj J\,
a
\crj — s i CftliίΛo'} , J\.
a
\^o'] — / i d
n
JCi
a
\^(j'j
converge absolutely and
00 00
/<3 OO\ 1 1 Γ "^ / \1/2| I ^ * "*ξ~\ I
 Λ
 I 1 1 E1 / M \n ^ " ~^Γ\ I
 Λ
 I Ί^n
 Λ
 ^**(ό.όΔ) 11 K
a
(σ) ' 11 ^  2J l ^ n l ll^<z(°")ll = ^j \cn\& =^+<I00
n=o »=0
CO ~~
(3.33) ||/C
e
(cr)~ 11^ Σ M
Λ = 0
Then 1) follows from (3.32) and (3.33).
2) It follows from (3.31) that
(3.34)
(3.35) ^(σ)172 ^ (σ)1/2 = K
a
(σ]
and
(3.36) ^(«r)-1/2 ^ (σ)-1/2 = ^ (cr)
Note that a relation
£3.37) 'K
a
(r)1/2 H
a
(
σ
) = H
a
(
σ
) K
a
(
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holds. Indeed the definition (3.22) of K
a
(σ) and the symmetricity of H
a
(σ)
give
(3.38) <K.(<r) H
a
(σ) = H
a
(σ) K
a
(σ) ,
the definition (3.24) of E
a
(σ) and (3.38) give
(3.39) %(σ) H.(σ) = H.(σ) H
a
(σ) ,
and then (3.37) follows from (3.31) and (3.39). By making the transformation
of (3.23) in (3.20) and from (3.37) it follows
(3.40) h
a
(σ)-h
a
(ά) = \β<fl
a
(σ
= 1/2 <H
a
(σ)K
a
(σ)E, B> = 1/2 <H
a
(a)Ey B> .
This shows 2) of the lemma.
3) If <r satisfies | β - β | ^  Cϊ1!.-1^1'*1*1, we have
V
s
σ =
Λ
by differentiating the both side of σ—a=K
a
(σ)1/2B by H. (Here V
w
=(
Q " 9Sl
^ ) row vector). Hence
(3.41) (/- V
σ
(^
β
(σ))1/2S) V
Ξ
σ -
By the way
(3.42) -jLκ
a
(σΓ= Σc.ΣS.W'^
9σ^ *-o *=°
foUows from (3.31). Since £
β
(0 )=^β(σ)-/,
(3.43) («r)
follows. By using the estimates (3.14), (3.21), (3.26) and (3.22) to (3.43) we
get
(3.44) ll
oσj σj
^(c,-?,y^-lc%-l?>-ίN-»c£-2ci .
Thus by using (3.30) and (3.45) to (3.43) and by the inequality of 1) we have
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(3.45) ||V
σ
(W2B)||
^ Σ n \c
n
\ K"-\cQ-(i,YlC^-lC^l δ-<*+1 w> I Ξ |
ΞS Σ n \c
n
 I ^ -'(fo-^-'CΓ'C^ δ-<"+1+/>c_ I <7- a \
^ ΣnlcΛK'-^-e^C^Cs'C^L-^lc-
Λ = 0
= Σ n \c
n
 I ^ -'(co-eo)-1^ -'L-'ίfodc-
eo
Since K< 1, Σ ^ k» I J^*""1 converges. By the definition of c
n
 and rf
n
 we get n\c
n
»=o
=2 1 d
n
-i \ , and from it
(3.48) ||f
 σ
(^(<τ)1/2H)|| ^  2 Σ K-, l^ "-1-^^-
follows. By making L sufficiently large in the definition (3.30) of K if neces-
sary, we may assume 2c\cLK<\. Thus we get
and as a result (7— ^ (^ (cr)1 )^)"1 exists. Hence it follows from (3.42) that
o )1/2) (det(/-V
σ
(ί:
a
(o )I/2E))-1)φO.
Consequently the map σH-»Ξ is a diffeomorphism from { | σ— a \ ^CiF1Zr1<?0δΛΓ+1+'}
into { 1 3 1 ^ c.C^L-^S11^'} . Then we put ϋ=CF1L-1?0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.6. 1 3|σ(B) | ^C^8-»a
Proof. It follows from (3.46) that
and
Hence it follows from (3.41) that
(3.47) ||VB<H! ^  (((/
and (3.47) implies Lemma 3.6 in the case of \a\ =1. When \a\ ^2, we differ-
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entiate (3.42) by B and estimate it. Details are almost same as the proof of
the case of | a \ = 1 by using an inequality
^ j n\c
n
\K"-\c0-c,Y
lC^-lC
» = 0
which is obtained by (3.42) and (3.44). Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. The transformation from σ to B gives
(3.48) / = ***> g.(σ)dσ
by Lemma 3.5, where
(3.49)
 A(B) = A(«r(B))/(Uf;) for /£) = | det Vsσ | .
Hereafter we denote <#, yy=x y for simplicity. Here g
λ
 is a function of C%(RN)
by putting ^=0 outside the support of it. Then (3.48) can be regarded as
the inner product in the sense of distribution. Then we have
(3.50) Λ-«th.(.)
 =
 f ^.WB
v R
by ParsevaΓs formula. Here the formula
T __ /S e(id/2)p2 \d\
gives
Hence from (3.50) it follows that
(3.51) / = (2π)-N/2 1 Hess A.(α) |
Then we put
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and
It is clear that
(3.52)
On the other hand it follows from
that
(3.53) \^(y)\£\\HM\rW
Thus by an interpolation of (3.52) and (3.53) we get for any v with Oθ<2
(3.54)
for some constant C
v
. This gives
(3.55)
V/2
where y=(l+ \y\2)l/2 and 5 >0. Then we consider <y>N+e+^g1(y)\ . Here
(3.56)
follows from (3.16), (3.49) and Lemma 3.6. Let m be a non-nagetive integer.
Since
it follows from (3.17), (3.56) and Lemma 3.5 that
(3.57) <y>2"Ίέ
ί
(y)\ ^
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= C S~(2w~~w^+1+/) .
Let m1 and w2 be non-negative integers and let s be a real number satisfying
s= 2θm1+2(l— Θ)m2. (3.57) for mly w2 are
and an interpolation of the above inequalities gives
<y>'\έι(y)\ =
2m
= C S~
Especially, we have
by putting s=NJτβ+v. Thus (3.55) gives
(3.58)
From (3.51) we have
(3.59) / = (2κ)-NW* to+w*>«***M I Hess h
a
(ά) \ -1/2
q
a
(t) = (2πΓN/2eith^+^^ί^H^ \ Hess h
a
(d) \ -1/2
rΛΓ
'
2β
 tj it
From (3.58)
\q
a
(t)\ ^
follows. Hence for any positive number μ we have (3.19) by taking £>0 and
ι>>0 satisfying
= 1 ,
μ =
It is easy to verify
(3.60) <r(0) = a and /(—
\9S
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and with (3.60) we get
(3.61) \^(y}dy = A(0) = &,
(3.59) and (3.61) give (3.18). Q.E.D.
. =&(«)•E=0
4. Calculus of the slowness surface and the Gauss map
In this section we consider the slowness surfaces and the Gauss maps for
the investigation of the slowness surface integral (2.26).
First of all we define the map R from S to S"'1 as
(4.1) S3s^R(S)=-^.
The surface Sk defined by (1.1) is star-shaped, which means that the inter-
section of Sk and any half-line {rθ\ r#>0, Θ^S"'1} consists of only one point,
and this fact gives that R \
 Sk is bijective. Clearly R \ Sk is continuous. Onth e
/3
other hand, since (ί?!^)"1— - for Θ^Sn~l, the continuity of \k gives thatk
(R\sk)~l is also continuous. Thus R\Sjt is a homeomorphism from Sk to S"'1.
Since \k(%) is analytic on Rn\Z, Sk\Zψ is a real analytic surface. Then we
get similarly that R\Sk\z^ is a diffeomorphism from Sk\Z
(
s
}
 to S*~l\R(Zφ).
Next we shall define a covering of S {Uktj}k=lt...tP ; , =1>2,3 y«ιf •»,«,• and a parti-
tion of unity {i^f/} in the following way. Take an open covering {UktJ} of Sk
with the properties:
m..
k
y=ι ;> y=ι
(4.3) Z(sι} n t/ί2y = Φ if iiΦϊi
and
(4.4) 5, = ("y t7}y) u ("y z/jy) u (ffε/Sy).
y—i /—i y~ι
Such {C/i;} surely exists on account of Svi). Then map {Uktj} into Sn~l
by (4.1). Since R\sk is a homeomorphism, {Λ(t/i; )} is an open covering of
Sn~l. Then let {ψfy} be a partition of unity with respect to {R(Uktj)}. Since
Λ|5 j k (resp. R\Sk\zψ) is a homeomorphism (resp. diffeomorphism), {ψkij=φktj°R}
is a partition of unity with the properties:
(4.5) the support of -ψ f y is contained in Uktj
and
(4.6) -ψίy = ψ /yo jR is continuous (resp. C°°) on Sk (resp. Sk\Z(s}) .
By putting ψfy=0 on *S/ if /Φ& we can define a covering of S {£/;/} *=ι,...,P;, =ι.
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2,3; j •=!,'.• ,mk and the partition of unity ψf; , which satisfies (4.2)~(4.6).
Then (2.26) can be represented as
(4.7) v(xt r) = Σ Σ Σ ( , «*X*. OΨk = l » = 1 j = l JUfs
P 3 "**< .
= Σ Σ Σ «*, r) ,
where
(4.8)
Here we introduce a local coordinate system of Z7*y. To begin with we
define a coordinate system (σly •••, σ^.j) into R(Ukij) in the following way. We
may assume that [7* / is sufficiently small, and so there exists z> such that
for (£, ..-, f,.!, fw, ..-, fj
Then we define (σlf •••, σM-1)=(f,, •-, fv-ι, ?v+ι> — , ?«). Through (Rl^)""1 we
introduce the coordinate system (σl9 •••, σn-!) in Z7}y. σ=(σj, •••, σ^.j) is a
map from R(U]j) into Λ11""1. With this new coordinate vktj can be written as
where dS=zo(σ)dσ and
w(σ) =
(Λ means omitted). About (<τly ••-, σn-ι) there are some lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. s=s(σl9 ••-, σn-^^Ukijfor s&Zφ satisfies
ds
/or /Λ=l, •••,«—! αwJ ίomβ constants c
λ
 and c2
2) 1 1 V
σ
ί| l^Cfor some constant C
3) dists(fl9 ί2) '^distF(σ1, σ2) wA^r^ s(σj)=Sj and V=
4) dist
s
(ί, Z5)~dist7(σ, Z0),
where ZQ=(σoR) (Zs n t7}y)
5) w(σ)^c>Qfor some constant c.
In 1)~5) ffe constants are uniform for
Proof. θ=θ(<rly — , σ^-Oelϊίt/ίy) satisfy
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(4.9) = 0 and <1
because — =(0, ••-, 1, •-, 0, , 0, •-, 0). Then, since s=-— we can write
dσμ. c dσμ. \k(θ)
μ. \k(θ) dσμ '-
Hence we get by (4.9)
(4.10) 1
1£^τϊ£ίί>0
for some constant c( depending on k.
On the other hand, if we estimate from above, we get
a* 1 QΘ
dθ
dσμ.
+
dθ
dσ
'('+4
Note that and
-—|=l+(^—^) ^£4 for some con-
Λ
 Γu./
stants ^2, ^3 and c( depending on E7*y. Then
(4.11)
for some constant c" determined by c'2, c'3 and c(.
(4.10) and (4.11) give
ds
by putting Cγ=\/Cι and c2=\/C2
/
. Thus 1) is proved.
2) is clear from 1).
Next we prove 3). For any curve s(i) on J7jy with $(0)=^ and ί(l)=ί
it follows that
By taking inferimum with respect to s(£) we have
(4.12)
On the other hand
(4.13)
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λ*(02)
where | | denotes the norm of Rn and ΘJ=R(SJ). We may assume \k(θ2)l
λ^O^l. Then
•». / Λ \
;|02-0ιl
λ*(00 '
Hence it follows that
(4.14)
λ*(02)
Λ , f c 2 f\2
~
l
1
for some constant cf depending on *,/ and k of f//y. (4.13) and (4.14) give
(4.15) dist5(ί1, s2)^cf dist^(<r2, σ χ) .
Then 3) follows from (4.12) and (4.15).
Let s0 be a point of Zs satisfying
dist
s
(ί, Z
s
) = dist
s
(s, s
ϋ
) .
It follows from (4.15) that
(4.16) dist
s
(ί, Z
s
)^c' dist
r
(σ, σ^^c' dist7(σ, Z0) ,
where σ0=σ(s0)&Z0. Similarly it follows from (4.12) that
(4.17) disty(σ, ZQ)^C2l diets (j, Zs) .
(4.16) and (4.17) give 4).
5) immediately follows from the definition of the coordinates. Q.E.D.
To estimate the derivatives of s(σ) we must consider derivatives of XA(lτ):
Lemma 4.2. 1)
for £e/Z"\Z «Λ^r^ 3^= -
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for some constant C
a
 and ζ^.R"\Z where
Z« = {ξ = rs; r>Q,
Proof. 1) (2.23) gives
(4.18) Λ
If we differentiate the both side of (4.18) by ξμ. we get
Hence
(4.19)
Since Λ°(l) = Σ fy^y, 9μΛ°(|)=^μ holds. Then by multiplying P,(ξ) for
from the left to (4.19) we get
Hence
(4.20)
On the other hand by differentiating the both side of Pk(ξ)2=Pk(ξ) we get
Then
(4.21) A(f) 9μA(D = 9μ Pk(ξ)(I- A(f)) = 9μA(?) Σ
follows. (4.20) and (4.21) give
(4.22) 9,A(f) = Σ P'(f^$+dΛ(ξ) Σ A(Ώ/=t=
* Λ>k(ς) — Λ>ι(ζ) l*k
In the same way as in the proof of (4.20) we get
Then
(4.23)
follows. (4.22) and (4.23) give
3 ^ίfr -Wξ
> -
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2) By (4.19) we get
(4.24) 9μλ*(?
If we multiply Pk(ξ) from the left to (4.24),
(4.25)
follows. Since Λ°(£) is a hermitian matrix there exists a unitary matrix U(ξ )
such that
= £/(£)
0
0
where each τ«4 denotes the multiplicity of λ4(?), and this gives
(4.26)
It follows from (4.25) and (4.26) that
ro
... 0
o " * "\
Thus we get
(4.27)
-.. o
Imk
o *'••oj
u(ξ).
Ό 0
== . M ' μM
V mk
for some constant C, and dμ,\k(ξ) is bounded. This fact is already known in
another way. See C.H. Wilcox [12, §3]. Next we differentiate (4.25) by
ξ
v
. Then we get
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Then
3v
= 3V (?)A (?)+ ΦΛ 3v (?)-3A*(?) 3
= /(*)•
In the same way as in the proof of (4.27) we get
, , , 4 -V /W
The result of 1) and the boundedness of 9
v
λ
Λ
(l) and Pk(Z) give
Thus it follows from the assumption Sv) that
for some constant c. By repeating this process we get
for any a. Q.E.D.
With Lemma 4.2 we prove
Lemma 4.3. 1) 1 8>(σ) | ^  C* /or σ e (σolZ)( J7{y) ^ϊA i=2 or 3
2) |3Xσ)|^
Proof. 1) is clear from the smoothness of [/*,- for i=2 and 3.
To prove 2), note that s=θj\k(θ) for 0=0(σ) ^ R(Uk{j). Then we get
+(bouπded
 — >
From Lemma 4.2 2)
(4.29)
follows. From the definition of the coordinate (σ^ •••, σ
n
-^
(4.30) dist
Λ
» (0, Z(1))~distF (σ, Z0)
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and
(4.31)
follow. Thus we get
Q2s
^ Const.
to for
by applying (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31) to (4.28). In the same way as above we
get
\\^C
Λ
 dist
r
(cτ, Z0)-|Λ|+1. Q.E.D.
Here we consider
m(s(σ), r)ψkt j(s(σ ))w(σ) = P(s(σ)) | T(s(σ)) \ ~lφι(rs(<r))ψkij(s(σ))w(σ) .
To begin with we treat P(s). A derivative of P(s(σ)) with respect to σμ, is
«-l
(4 32) 9 (P(s(σ)}) = Σ ί
Thus we have from (4.32) by using Lemma 4.2 1), the assumption Sv) and
Lemma 4.3
for <rG(<r°R)(Uij). In the same way we have
(4.33) 1 8S( A*to)) I ^  dist
r
 (cr, Z
β
)
for σeF=(σoΛ)(ϋ}y). Next we treat | Γ^))!'^  I VλA(ί(σ)) | -1. Then
Lemma 4.1 4), Lemma 4.2 1) and Lemma 4.3 give
(4.34) |t
for σ^V=(σ°R)(Uij). For φι(rs(σ)), the smoothness of φl and Lemma 4.3
give
(4.35) 19"(φ!Hσ))) I ^ c dist
r
(σ, Z0)~IΛ|+1
for σ^F=(σθjR)(C/ιy). Since φl has compact support, the constant c of
(4.35) is independent of r. For w(σ), applying Lemma 4.1 5) and Lemma 4.3
to an equality
* / \ -^i (at most first order derivative of s) 92s
o
σ
,,w(σ ) = 2j — - τ—— »
we have
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I d
σμw(<r) I ^ c dist7(σ, Z^~l.
Similary we have
(4.36)
for σ G V=(σ°R)(UΊj). ^kij(s(σ)) is smooth with respect to σ because •*]?*;($(&))
=^$kιj(θ(σ)) and both of θ and ψ»*y are smooth. Then by summing up above
facts we have
(4.37) \d*Am(s(
σ
),
for σ^V=(σ°R)(Uij) where c is independent of r.
We are now considering to apply the stationary phase method and a modifi-
cation of it to the integral (2.26). Recall that (2.26) has a decomposition (4.7),
where each #*/(#, r) can be written
(4.38) «*/*, r) = J
(«joφ(£/*
Then we look for the stationary points of the phase function η s(σ) for 97— xf \ x \ .
Its gradient is
Here note thatwhere -> denotes the row vector and V
σ
—
the column vectors of
8*.
construct the basis of the tangent plane of Sk at Hence
is equivalent to the fact that η is normal to Sk at ί(σ), namely, s(σ) is a stationary
point of η (σ )(V(?7 ί(σ))=0) if and only if 97 is normal to Sk at s(σ) (±η=^N(s(σ)\
where N denotes the Gauss map). Then the next problem is to search for
s with η=N(s) on the slowness surface S when η^S"'1 is given, in other words
to determine the inverse image of the Gauss map N.
The following facts about the Gauss map on the slowness surfaces are
already known ([12, § 6]).
Let ρ(η) for ηGiS^^Z denotes the number of points in which a ray
{x=rs\ r>0} meets the wave surface W, and
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P = max^fa) .
(Z is defined in (2.4)). Let
Then S has a decomposition
P β
β=ιγ=ι
which is disjoint union, and for each Ωβ there exists a diffeomorphism from
Ω
β to-
which satisfies
Nos* = id on Ωβ
for /9=1, - - ^ p and 7 = 1, " ,/3. This shows that if ^eΩ* the number of
s^S with η=N(s) is /? and these points s are represented as sβ^(-η). Since
97 ^ Ωβ means ρ(η)=βy these can also be written as spm(η) (rγ= 1, 2, •••, ^(77)).
Thus when η^Sn~l\Z is given there exists a unique point s in A?βγ which
satisfies
7, = JVjfl .
If σ is a stationary point of ^ ί(σ), σ satisfies N(s(σ))=η or N(s(σ))=—η. Then
there exists at most one such point in t/f ; for /=! and 3 since t/f/ 's are suffi-
ciently small. On the other hand ~ϋ\j intersects with Z(|} which forms the
boundaries of Sβrs, and Z(5
2)
 is an at most (n— l)-dimensional smooth sub-
manifold by Sii). Thus Uk2j can be represented as
(4.39) uij = (sβι n u*2j) u (sβ'ι, n u*2J) u (zφ n t7Sy)
for some (/?, 7)Φ(/3', 7;)> which is a disjoint union. This fact means that
(σ°R)(Uk2j) may have two stationary points.
In the rest of this section we introduce local coordinate systems in S"'1
and give the relation between the coordinate of S and that of S"'1 through the
diffeomorphism N.
The local coordinate σ of S"~l is introduced in the same way to σ. Here-
after we denote (σ°R)(Ukij) by V^ Note that V{ depends on not only i but
also/ and k. For ι=l, V
λ
\ZQ is diffeomorphic to U\j\Z(P by σ°R. On the
other hand, since the Gauss map ΛΠs a diffeomorphism from Sβy to ΩβCI*$'Λ~1
for any β and γ, Uku\Zφ is diffeomorphic to N(Uku\Zφ). Hence FX\Λ is
diffeomorphic to (σ°N)(Uij\Zφ) which we denote by F
x
. Note that (σoJV)
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i For ί=2 F2\Z0 is diίfeomorphic to U
k
2j\ZT but is not always
diffeomorphic to N(Uk2j\Zψ) because C7*y may have the decomposition (4.39).
However, since Nis a diffeomorphism from Sβy to Ωβ, *Sβvn U*j is diffeomoi-
phic to N(S^f]Uk2j). Thus if we write Vl2 = (σ R)(Uk2j[\S*) and Γi =
(σoΛ)(C7SynS*v), then each Fξ is difFeomorphic to its image of σ°NoR-l°σ~l
which we denote by P§.
We introduce the coordinate σ to have good properties, and we can write
(4.40) dS»~l = w(σ)dσ ,
where w(σ) is a bounded function with its derivatives on V± (or F^1). On the
other hand, the following two equalities are already known:
(4.41) dS=w(σ)dσ
and
(4.42) dS -1 = \K(s)\dS .
Then (4.40), (4.41) and (4.42) give
W(σ)dσ = I K(s(σ)) \ w(σ)dσ .
Thus the Jacobian of the map from Vl (V$) to F: (Vξ) can be represented as
(4.43) /(g) = tKσΠ^W Γ))!-^*) .
For Vl it follows from the assumption Siii) and Lemma 4.1 5) that
(4.44) / (f?k Const. dist
s
(ί(σ), Z^Y~l .
The assumption Siv) gives
(4.45) dist
s
(*(σ), z
In a similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.1 3) and 4) we can prove
(4.46) dist
s
» -i (ηly ^J/^distfr, fa, σ2)
and
(4.47) dist
s
«-ι(τ7, ^(Zy^^distf fa θΓj) .
Then by summing up (4.44), (4.45), (4.35) and Lemma 4.1 4) we have
(4.48) distFj(σ, Z0)~dist^ (σ, Γt)
and
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(4.49) J ? ^ Const, diet? (», d^Y'1 .
\8σ/
5. Calculus of the slowness surface integral
Now we begin to prove Theorem 2.1 from the preparation as mentioned
above. We estimate each vkij(x, r) of the decomposition (4.7) of the slow-
ness surface integral v(x, r).
When x== \x\η for η^Sn~l\Z is given, each (/, j», k) satisfies either of fol-
lowing six cases:
i)-a) ί=l and one of sw(±ηfs belong to t/ίy
i)-b) ι=l and none of s™(±ιj)'s belong to t/ϊ/
ϋ)-a) ί=2 and some of ί(γ)(±^)'s belong to Z7*y
ii)-b) ί=2 and none of ί(γ)(±i7)'s belong to Uk2j
iii)-a) ι=3 and one of s™(±ιj)9s belong to U\k
iii)-b) ί=3 and none of ί(7)(±^)'s belong to [7*y,
where s™(η) denotes spw(η) for 7—1, 2, •••,/>(??). In the case of ii)-b) and
iii)-b) we estimate vktj by using Porposition 3.1 1), in the case of iii)-a) by
Proposition 3.1 2) (or Proposition 3.2) and in the case of i)-b) by Proposition
3.3. In the case of i)-a) and ϋ)-a) we need more precious considerations.
We devide v]j into two parts, and estimate the principal part of them by using
Proposition 3.4. To estimate the other part we shall prepare some lemmas
in section 5, and the desired estimate will be shown in section 6.
In the case of ϋ)-b) and iii)-b) Proposition 3.1 1) can be applied to the
integral (4.38) and
(5.1) ι;*y(#, r)=O(\x\ ~ °°) uniformly for 77 = — and r
\x\
follows. In the case of iii)-a) usual stationary phase method Proposition 3.1
2) (or Proposition 3.2) can be applied to (4.38) because there are neither sin-
gularities nor parabolic points in ί7*y. Then it follows that
(5.2) vlj(x, r) = (2π)-o-lW \ x \ "(^1)/2
ψ±(x)«(ι, r)\K(s)\-^\s^(±^+qlj(xy r)
for some s(<y)(±>?) contained in Z7*y, where
(5.3) qlj(x, r) = O(\x\ ~n/2) uniformly for 17=— and r .
\x \
Remark that the uniformity in (5.1) and (5.2) follows from the uniformity of
the derivatives of s(σ) and m(s(σ)> r) for η and r.
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In the case of i)-b) we apply Proposition 3.3 to the integral Vij(x, r).
Lemma 4.3 2) gives
(5.4) |8iM*))|SC.distKl(cr,Ze)-''t'« for
which is the condition (3.4) for the phase function in Proposition 3.3. On the
other hand the condition (3.3) of Proposition 3.3 has already verified as (4.37).
Thus we get
(5.5) KX*,r)|ί£C|*|-<--Iwι-v
for some positive constants v and C independent of 97=-^- and r.
M
Note that Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 can be extended for g and
g
a
 depending on r under the condition that they and their derivatives have
uniform estimates for r.
In the cases of i)-a) and ϋ)-a) a more precise consideration is needed.
slΎ) and s2Ύ) denote s
(
^(rj) or ί(7)(— η) which are contained UktJ for i=l or 2. Nota-
tions Vi=(σ°R)(Uktj) and ap=(σ°R)(sμJ will also be used. We put
as
,. JO H£l
p(r)=lι MS 1/2.
Then vΐj(x, r) can be written as
(5.6) t,?χ*, r)
= Σ { e" ^m(s(σ), r)^,j(s(σ))p( \ <r-aμ \ β»+l)w(σ)dσf*=ι JVf
ί
i?cμ)
«*"< χί(σ), r)ψjy(ί(σ)) Π (\-P(\<r-aμ\β«+l})w(σ)έσVi μ=ι
where δ=min dist
r
. ( μ^, dUkij\JZ0) and ^(17)=! for /=! and =1 or 2 for i~2.f*
First we consider /
ιμ. For simplicity the index μ will be omitted, for
example /
ιμ=/1, β^— α and so on. To consider /j, we shall introduce another
coordinate σ =(σ1, •• ,σ M_1) in the neighborhood of $„ in the following way.
Take an orthogonal matrix T=T
Ύ
, with the property *(T-q)=(Q, -",0, 1), write
*(Ts)=(Sl9 ••-, 5M) for ίe5 and define (*lf •••, affl_1)=(51, ••-, 5,,-!). This coordi-
nate system is well-defined in
(5.7) 17, = {ίe5; dist
s
(ί,
if the constant R is sufficiently small. With this coordinate η s(&)=s
n
(0')
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the eigenvalues of the Hesse matrix of S
n
(&) coinside with the principal curva-
tures at s
η
. Moreover we have
(5.8) Hess(97 s(σ )) I
 s=Srι = Kfa)
and
(For details refer to M. Matsumura [3, § 5]). Here some lemmas about &
will be prepared. Note that Γ
η
 can be written as
T —•*• -η
*.-•!
where {ί
x
, •••, t
n
^} spans the tangent plane at s^.
Lemma 5.1. 9<Γv <c
for some constant C and for any v and μ.
Proof. Note that
It follows that
Thus
that is,
Then
Hence
(5.10)
μ. __
 frp ^
- — - ( J. Sju. =
9σv 9σv
9s \ . 9 5
- I = ΐut -
Π
1
 1*=
 ta~~'I * I OkΓ u
L tn-l J V
-D:>
det(V
σ
σ ) = det
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On the other hand η can be written as
a«
η = COS(>7, Λ ds
for some constants cly •••, C Λ _I because | — — , •••, — — \ span the tangent plane of19(7! Q<r
n
-ι>
S at s=s(σ). The equality det(V>, N(s))= (— \)n+2w(σ) is easily obtained (refer
to [3, §5]). Then
= 008(17, N(s det v^, -
= cos (97, N(s))w(σ) .
By making R of (5.7) sufficiently small, we may assume that cos (97,
Thus by Lemma 4.1 5) we have
(5.11)
Hence (5.10) and (5.11) imply
Lemma 4.1 1) gives
Thus it follows that
< Const.
polyn. of
^Const. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2. 1) distFr?(^i, σ2)~dist7ί7(tf1, d 2) ,
, ami tζ, denote (cr°R)(UJ) and o (U^) respectively.
2) dist7r? (σ, Z0)~dist^ (*, Z0) ,
Proof. The boundedness of V^σ and Vσ σ has already proved in Lemma
5.1. 1) is clear from this.
Here we prove 2). There exists σQ^Z0 such that
disty (σ, Z0) = distF (σ, cr0) .
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Then 1) gives
dist7(σ, σo)^?'1 di
^In the same way
(σ0, Zβ)
follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.3. |9~σ| ^C
Λ
 dist(d , Z0)-|a>1+1
for some constants C
Λ
.
Proof. The case of |α|=l is already proved in Lemma 5.1. Here we
only prove the case of \<x\= 2. When |α|>2 the proof is almost same as
the following. Differentiate an equality
(5.12) /
by & and we have
0 = -^V^σ V
Then
(5.13)
8
By use of a relation
it follows from Lemma 4.3 2) and Lemma 5.1 that
8V
 Const.
from Lemma 5.2 2)
^ Const, distf (d ,
Q.E.D.
Since the support of p(\σ—a\/Sn+l) is contained in V^ we can make a
change of variables σ to & in/p Then we get by using (5.9)
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The estimations (4.37), (5.4) and Lemma 5.3 imply
and
Lemma 5.2 implies
distort, Zo^distf^tf, Z0)
where a denotes &(s^. Then it follows that
on support of p( \ σ( ) — a \ /Sn+l). This fact implies
\d*;P(\σ(<?
Summing up these facts, we have
and
We apply Proposition 3.4 to the integral Jl by setting ΛΓ— n— 1, #=#, ha=sn
and so on. Note that the conditions corresponding to (3.14) and (3.16) are
verified in the above estimates. Then we have
(5.14) /, = (2τr)-(«- W'*'*>(ί) I K(s) \ -V2m(s, r)
where
(5.15) |?U^
for any positive number μ and for some positive number v and C independent
of δ and r.
In the rest of this section we prepare some fundamental facts which are
needed to estimate J2.
Lemma 5.4. Let a=(σ°R)(s
Ύ}) be a stationary point. Let P^€Q(RI) be
a function with
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[1 for | r |^l/2
to for |r |^l.
F, = (σoΛ)(i7f;), δ = dist7,(α, 9FUZ0) <w</ N=n—ί. Put ha(σ) = η s(σ) =
N(s(a)) s(σ). Then
1) zAer£ tf mfa a transformation σi—>Ξ m {|σ—a\ ^ c£NJr^1} for some con-
stant cl which satisfies the following properties:
i) the image of {\ σ—a \ ^ qδ^+1+/} is contained in {\ Ξ | ^c2δN+1+l}, and
/or feme constants c2 and c3.
j ••• \N are the principal curvatures of S at s^.
2)
(5.16)
Proof. 1) First of all we make the transformation Feσ^σ ^F. By
Lemma 5.2 1) {\σ-a\^c18N+1+l} is mapped into {|σ— Ά\ ^c,8N+l+l} for
some c
λ
. As we have already remarked the eigenvalues of Hesse matrix of
h
a
(σ )=η s(&) coinside the principal curvatures at s^. So we make a transfor-
mation σ H> H as
From Lemma 3.5 it is well-defined. We make one more transformation H
as PH=S, where P is an orthogonal matrix satisfying
tPH.(a)P= diag(λ, - λ
w
)
Then the assertions of lemma follow from Lemma 3.5.
( o \— ^ ) is bounded. Ba(C})QB'
is mapped into B={(clcϊl2)SN+1+l^\S\^c28N+1+1} from the property i) of
transformation. Then we make a transformation σ—>Ξ in the integral (5.16),
and we have
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fr fttf + l + t fit fZ t Γ2*
=
 c
' lUv*"-1""'1"* J, ί, - S. w
+λ! sin2 0! cos2 θ2+~ +\
2
N sin
2
 ^  - sin2 θN-ύ
J ir/2-
Integration by r can easily be calculated and it is CSm(N+1+l) for raΦO or C \ log δ |
for m=0. Integrations by θly •••, ^^_χ are calculated as follows. In the case
of m=Q9
sin2
o Jo
•sin "^2 ••• sin
ί
*/2 Λ sr/2 Γ jt/2
• \ [I (λf cos2 <?!+(λi cos2 ^2+λi sin2 0, cos2 (93+o Jo Jo
+λ|r sin2 6»2 ••• sin2 <Vι) sin2 θ^) smN~2 θ,dθ^
.
o o
•sin"-3 02 - sin θN.2dθ2 - rfβw_,| λj ~x ΓJo
In the case of m>0 the calculus is almost the same. But last step only N-m
times of iterations are needed. Thus the proof of lemma is complete. Q.E.D.
From Lemma 5.4 1)
follows. Then it is easy to verify
l"λ . I <.Γ'&~(N+1+1) fnr ί 1 9 ... N"I /V * | —-= \^ V JLV-Ί / —— JL y £jy J J. f )
where C is independent of a.
When Sη is in the neighborhood of Z(s\ the assumption Siii) gives
Then each λy has the polynomial order of δ:
(5.18) \j~8Mj for some Mj (maybe negative).
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When ί
η
 is in the neighborhood of Z(|}
by (2.27). Then (5.18) also holds for this case with different Λf, .
Next we state a relation between the metric of FfCΛ""1 and that of
Lemma 5.5. Let a^Vt\ZQ = (σ°R)(Uktj). s0 and b denote (σ°Rγl(ά)
and σ°N°(σ°R)~\ά) respectively.
If \σ— a\ ^?SN+l+l, then \σ—b\^C\\q\ \σ—a\ for some positive constant C
where X1? •• ,λM_ι denote the principal curvatures at SQ an d \\q\ ^mi
Proof. Since I σ— a\ ^c8N+1+lt we can introduce the local coordinate &.
By use of this coordinate unit normal at s(&) can be written as
and
Then
_ 2(1 + 1 Vyg. 1 2)1/2((1 + 1 V?f. 1 2)1/2 - 1)
1+|V;5J2
^ c'\ (1 + 1 V ί. I )1/2- 1 1 (for some c') .
By the Taylor expansion of (1+Λ^)1/2 we have
for some constant £x/>0. Here we make a change of variables &->B once
more. By this coordinate
and
hold. Hence by noting (3.47), we have
(5.19) Const. I V; s
n
 \ ^  \ V*s
n
 \^\\9\\3\
Lemma 5.4 1) and (5.19) give
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for some positive constant C. Thus the conclusion of lemma follows from
(4.46). Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.5 shows that the intersection of {\σ— a\ ^cSN+1+l} and the
inverse image of {|σ— b\ ^c0\\q\SN+1+l} by σoNΌR^oa -1 is included in
i\σ— a\ <^Ci8N+1+l} for some constants c0 and q. We may assume that £0 and
£j are sufficiently small and that {\a— σ\ ^c18N+1+l} is included in {|σ— a\ ^
cSN+1+l} . Then the connectedness of U == (σoΛΓoΛ-W1)-1! | <?-b \ ^  CQ \ \q \
SN+1+l} gives
Moreover this fact implies that if \σ-a\ ^c^N+l+l, then \σ-b\ ^cQ\\q \S
N+1+l
.
Last of this section we estimate the gradient of the phase function ^ ί(σ)
from below.
Lemma 5.6. Let s=s(σ)^Ukij and η^Sn~l. For any orthogonal basis
{^ (σ ), •••, e
n
-\(<r)} of tangent plane of Sk at s=s(σ), we have
where C is independent of σ.
Proof. Recall that
and
ds1
9(7!
and that the column vectors of V^σ) span the tangent plane of Sk at s=s(σ).
Denoting by P=P(σ) an (n— 1) X (n— l)-matrix which transforms |
I9σ 8<
(5.20)
we have
Since N(s(σ)) is a unit normal of Sk at s(σ), I—^- ••• —— ΛΓ(ί(σ))> is a basis of19cτ! dσ
n
-i >
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R". Then we multiply the inverse matrix of (— ---- — N(s(σ))} to the
\8^ θσ.-! "I
both side of (5.20) from left and we get
<5 21>
The left-hand side of (5.21) is a product of nx(n— l)-matrix and (n—l)
χ(n — l)-matrix, and the right-hand side is a product of wXw-matrix and
HX(
w
_l)-matrix. Since detf— ---- —N(s(σ))\ = (-V)n+2w(σ\ it follows
v ;
 Vθσ j 9σ
Λ
_! /
from Lemma 4.1 5) that detί — — •••• — — ΛΓ(s(σ))) is bounded with respect
\ dσi d<r
n
-ι /
to σ. Then (4.11) implies
\\P\\^CO
for some constant c0 which is independent of σ and the choice of the basis
follows. Hence we have
Q.E.D.
(^^  ••• £
n
_ι) represents the projection of -η to the tangent plane of Sk at
j(σ). Thus
where Θ0 denotes the angle between -η and N(s(σ)). Since
we have from Lemma 5.6
(5.22) I V^ *(σ)) I ^ c diets--. (,, ΛΓ«σ)))
for some constant c>0. Then we have from (4.46) and (5.22)
(5.23) iV^ ^o-))! ^cdist
Λ
«-ι(σ, ft) - *|*-6|,
where ft=(^oΛΓ)(ί
ϊf). (j, denotes *&>(η) or ίw(-97).)
6. Modification of the stationary phase method (2)
The purpose of this section is to give a stationary phase estimate of J2
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of (5.6). First we treat the case of i= 1 :
J2 =
Here we put h
a
(σ)=η s(σ)=N(s(a)} s(σ\ g
a
(cr)=m(*(σ)y r)ψ ?y(ί(σ))«?(σ), \x\=t,
N=n~l9 V=V1 and M=Z0=(σ°R)(UkijΓlZψ). By Si) Mis an (ιι-l)-dimen-
sional submanifold of V. Clearly
(6.1) Vh
a
(a) = 0 and VAfl(σ)Φθ if
(4.37) and (5.4) give
(6.2) 1 d*g
a
(<r) I ^ C
Λ
 dist(σ, M)~™ for
and
(6.3) \d*h
a
(<r)\ ^C
Λ
 dist(σ, M)-|Λ|+1 for |α| >0 .
The transformation σoΛro(
σ
oJR)-1: V\M 3σf->σe Vc:RN satisfies
I VΛ
β
(σ(σ)) I ^ Cx I σ— ά | where α -> 6
and
dist(σ, M)~dist(σ, F)
for some constants c0 and i^ because of Siv), (4.55) and Lemma 5.6. Then
we prove
Proposition 6.1. Under the above situation there exist some positive number
v and C
m
 independent of a swln that
for any natural number m with m^d and m—l^N/2 and for any positive
number μ.
Proof. By a similar way as in the proof of (3.10) we get
(6.4) / = \
v
e
ith<Wg
a
(σ)(l-P(\σ-a\lc8N+l+I)d
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where &(σ)=£.((r)(l-p( | σ-a \ /<TS"+1+')) and p
s
(<r)=p(dist(<r, M)/£). Here we
put £=δί~vo (ι>o>0) for sufficiently large fixed t. By integrating by parts once
more, we get
Recall that
and that | Vh
a
\~2 appears in the estimate by one operation of ί V - τ~7i) ®n
the other hand f or a Φ 0 X ' Vh° '
(6.6) supp # [p( I
 σ
-α I /?δ^+1+0] Cfi
β
(e?) ,
where B
a
(c) is a set defined by (5.17) by replacing c\ with ?, and on this set it
follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that
(6.7) \Qβg
a
(σ)\^C
β
8^ and \dβh
a
(σ)\ ^
for /3ΦO. Moreover since ί is sufficiently large, p
ε
(σ)=l on this set. Then,
when we write
we get from (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7)
I /ul ^Cίr ( ΣjB
α
(c) αφo
^ C ,^ δ-"»r+1+'> Γm\ Σ I V/z
β
(σ) I -2ffl+lβ| d}Ba(c)aJfO
It follows from Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6 that
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where |λ f f | =min{ |λi | | \N \}. Thus
JB
a
(c) ΛφO
•— "* I ._ I 9 I
Then we get from (5.18)
(6.9)
On the other hand
(6.10)
and |9X(σ
follows from (6.2) and (6.3). Then we get
For 72 of (6.4) note that
supp 9α[p( I σ-a \ /c:8N+1+l)] Π supp p, = φ for
when t>2\ Thus
(6.12) |/2| ^ C'r^-1) J I Vha(σ)\-2(m-v dist(σ, M)--+1J
(here F
ε
 - {dist(σ-, M)^
|
σ
_
 Λ
|-2(»-D|χ J-2^-1) dist(σ,
By putting z>0=l/(m+l) and by summing up (6.9), (6.11) and (6.12) we get
(6.13) |/ 1 = I
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where A = max{(3m-N)(N+l+l) + 2mMq, m + (2m-l)(N+l
Next we look for another estimate of / without using the decomposition
of (6.4), and we shall make an interpolation of two estimates. We put
(- l/*ϊ)- 1 ' ^
and calculate as the following way.
(6.14) \K2\ ^Oi-it-t*-1*
by using Lemma 5.4
<Γί// , fto-1) Y1 δ-0»-l) + l Λ l \\ ... -xi^^w-lf .2_ι O I Λ-i ••• Λ
ΛφO
Note | X j ••• λjj ^Const. S-«-v and (5.18). Then it is easy to verify
Hence from (6.14) we get
(6.15) I £
rt
= C _ t~(m~** Σ
ΛφO
(here note d^nί). Next we estimate ^ by changing variables σ to σ. As
we have remarked after Lemma 5.55 Ω = {|σ— a\ ^c8N+1+I/2} is mapped into
{\σ-b\ ^c\\q\8N+1+l} for some constant c, and by (5.18) into Π = {|ar— i| ^
. Thus
(6.16) I ^  I rgCi^! r ί-D | Vh
a
 | ^ C-1) dist(σ, M)
δl'2^-1) dist(σ,
QΠ F
Here note that for sufficiently large Λf, Πn Fc{M^ |σ-i| ^  cδMϊ
Then since d^mywe have
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— n''t-(m-ΐ>M
"-
1
Since N-2(m- 1)^0,
l
Thus from (6.15) and (6.16),
(6.17) |/ 1 = \
follows.
Hence it follows from (6.13) and (6.17) that
for any θ with 0<0<1. Then if we put θ<μ/A, we have the conclusion of
Proposition 6.1 for v=θvQ. Q.E.D.
We can get the estimate of J2 for i= 1 from Proposition 6.1. Since n is
odd, (n—l)/2 is an integer. So, if we apply Proposition 6.1 for m— l=(n— 1)/2,
then we have
(6.18) |/2l^C|*|-("-1)'2-vδ-μ
for any μ>0 and for some ι>>0.
By (5.14), (5.15) and (6.18) we have in the case of i)-a)
(6.19) vίj(x9 r) = (^J-fr-W1*1"*^ (s) I K(s) \ ~^
•«(*, ^fyWNI"(M-1)/2L^+?U^ r) ,
where
(6.20) IgfX^rJI^CS-n*!"^1^"11
for any μ>0 and for some z/>0.
Next we consider the case of i=2:
=
 f
 e
iM» *
J72
Here we put hy)(σ)=η s(σ), g(σ)=m(s(σ], r)ψ k2j(s(σ))w(σ), \x\=t, N=n—\,
f Ci?)
M=Z0=(σ°R) (UtiΠZs), Γ=F2 and Π (l-p(k-^|/?δ»+'))=Φ«W (Noteμ=l
that α^s' depend only on η). By Sii) M is an at most (N— l)-dimensional
submanifold. Let V1 and V2 be domains with the properties V= V1 U V2 U M
and *,* e Fμ for ^ = 1, 2. Clearly
(6.21) VA,(α,i) = 0 for μ = 1, 2 and VΛ
η
(σ)Φθ for
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(6.22)
(6.23)
and
(6.24) I θ φΛσ) I ^
where fVs are independent of η. Then we prove the following Proposition.
Proposition 6.2. Under the above situation there exists some function Φμ,(η)
with
such that
/or α/zy positive number μ, for any p' with I ^>p'<l + 1/1 and for any natural number
mwithm—l^Nβ.
Proof. By integration by parts we have
for any n.
In the case of n=m, we get from (6.24) and Lemma 5.6
KI?) Λ
^r Σ I
ί*=l J
where Ω^= { | σ-αμ | ^c8N+1+l/2} . Since | V^(σ) | ^ c \ \q \ \ σ-a^ \ by Lemma
5.4 and Lemma 5.5 where |λj=max{|λι|, •••, | λΛr | }»weget
I/I ^Ci'r
_ (jr//// ^-w g-2«(ΛΓ+l+/) . g-(2m-JV)(J\Γ+l+/) I ^  I -2»ι ^
Then from (5.18)
(6.25) I/I ^O
w
δ-<4
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follows.
In the case of n=m— 1, we write
= (-l/ώ)-'
+(- I/it)"-1 th<W Σ 8-φ,(σ) ( - )Ar
To estimate 72) note (6.22), (6.23) and (6.24). In the same way as in the proof
of (6.14) we can get
(6.26) |/
Λφo
Next we estimate I
v
 It follows from (6.24) and Lemma 5.6 that
l/i I £«_ι Γ <*-» \ I VA, I -2(m-»dσ
J V n supp Φ,|
^Cίί., r<--» Σ5 (_ I σ-έ I -2<*- V (I21- W ,
P = l JVμ. \d(f I
where ί^=(aΌJVo72~1o
σ
-
1)(J7ttfιSUpp <£„). As we have remarked after Lemma
5.5,
Thus
l/.l ^Oίίlxr*-1* j_ i^-ftl-^-
where β= {?δM«+(ΛΓ+1+/) ^  |»-6| ^ Λf} for some sufficiently large M. Then
for arbitrary positive number € we have
(6.27) I/, I ^ Cw_1r("-
Jjz
where J[—^- is extended as zero for large σ. Since m—
-4 1 -»<*-»+• eLXΛ?), and (2.27) and (4.43) imply j\eI/(B^) for
any p' with 1^/>'<1//+1. Thus
Ψ,(b)= \
 s
 |ff-4 1 -2<»-1)-1-7(-^
Since dS"~1=w(σ)d& with w(σ) and zo(ff)"1 bounded, the integrability is con-
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served under change of variables. On the other hand (2.27) imply | !£($„) |-1
^Σ/(SΓ1). Hence by putting ψι(η)=O
m
[ \ K(sJ \ "1+Ψ
ε
(σ(97))], 'we have from
(6.26) and (6.27)
(6.28) |7 1 ^
where ,^(17) eZ/ (SΓ1) for arbitrary 8 and p' with £>0 and l^p'
Then it follows from (6.25) and (6.28) that for any θ with 0«9<1
I/ 1 ^
where A=—(4m—N)(N+l+l)—2mMq. Thus, if we take μ and make 5
and 8 sufficiently small depending on it, we get the conclusion of lemma with
'. Q.E.D.
We can get the estimate of /2 for i=2 from Proposition 6.2. Since n is
odd, we can apply it for m—l=(n—l)/2. Then we have
(6.29) |/2|<Ξ|*|-<»-'>/2-*δ-'IΦμ(,7)
for any μ and some Φ^eZ/ (SΓ1) with 1^/»'<1//+1.
By (5.14), (5.15) and (6.29) we have in the case of ii)-a)
(6.30) «*, r) = (27r)-("-I>/V""-!iK (*) | K(s) \
m(S, r}&M\x\
where
(6.31) \qtj(x, r)\gS-
for any ^>0 and for some z/>0 and Φμ.(τj)^Lp/ (SΓ1) with
Then for any p with l^p<l/l+ί we make μ and p' satisfy
(It is possible if μ is sufficiently small). Note that Lemma 4.3 3) implies
dist
s
 (j,, Z5)~distF (α, Z0)=δ. Then β^eL1"* (SΓ1) because
ί. diet (f, Z
s
)
^Const. (dS .
Hence Φμ(^)δ-μeL* (SΓ1)-
Then the decomposition (4.7) and estimates (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (6.19), (6.20)
and (6.30), (6.31) imply the conclusion of the Theorem 2.1.
There are some corollaries to Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 6.3. Under the same conditions of Theorem 2.1 it follows that
for any natural number m
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(6.32) £,>(*, r)
PC»7)
= Σ (2π)-<"-
• P(ή I Γ(*) I -1 1 K(s) \ -vφfa) I ...c^+foί*, r) ,
$„(*, r) Λrfw/ϊef (2.29) αn<ί (2.30).
Proof. By differentiating W(Λ;, r) by \x\ we can write
0JX*, r) = *""(,.,)"jfy) 1 2X*) I -l
and in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we get the conclusion.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 6.4. Not only q(x, r) of Theorem 2.1 but D"
xlq(xy r) and D?q(x, r)
also satisfy (2.29) and (2.30).
Proof. (6.32) implies
Pθ7)
q(x, r} = v(x, r)
Then Corollary 6.3 implies
where
(-(if-
Clearly C
m
(η)GL2(S*~l). Hence Z?5,j(Λ?, r) satisfies (2.29) and (2.30). For
D?q(x, r) the proof is almost the same. Q.E.D.
7. Asymptotic behavior at infinity of the Green function
In this section we give the following theorem which is our main purpose
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of this paper.
Theorem 7.1. Under conditions Si)~Svi) we have for any p with l^p
<!//+! and for some v=vp>Q
(7.1) G(x, ζ)
γ=ι
• <%, ?, I x I ) I ^ oofc,) +q(x, ζ)
when ζ=\±i€ for \^R1\{0} and £>0 where CγS are bounded functions and
q(x, ζ) satisfies
(7.2) I
and
(7.3)
Moreover G(x, λ±/ε) converges as 8 | 0 uniformly for λe[α,
for any a, όe JB1, and the limit G±(xy λ) can be represented as
G±(x, λ)
γ=ι
x) I -1/2 1 T(s) I -1
q± also satisfies
(7.4) lί±(
and
(7.5)
Proof. We suppose ζ e Δ = {£=λ±*'£ λ e [α, 6] and 6 e (0, 6Q]} . G(x, ζ)
can be written as (2.25) :
G(x, ζ) == G0(x, ξ ) + : v ( r X , r)dr .
Recall that G0(x, ζ) satisfies the estimate
for some constant C independent of ζ^Δ. So we may consider only
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(7.6) Γ \ΐ\^v(rxtr)
J-oo Y ζ
Applying theorem 2.1 to (7.6), we have
$ 00 l - l Λ - 1\D-^v(rX,r)dr
-" r—ζ
-r
PO7)
v=ι
where
(^^ ) = (2^)-(-1>/2|^)I
Note the relations
_πγ ζ
for ζ=\±.iβ (£>0) where Y(ρ) is the Heaviside function. Hereafter we as-
sume ξ==\+i€ for simplicity. In the case of ζ=\—iβ the proof is almost the
same. Then by PersevaPs formula we can get
(7.7)
γ — ς
= Γ ίY(\X\
J-oo
where
(7.8) /±(r, *) = I r I
and
(7.9) /±(P, *) == Γ e-""J-oo
By (7.7) we get
PO7)
(7.10) ^
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and
PC -Ό(7.11) /, = Σ
γ=ι
From the definition of sm
(7.12)
holds. On the other hand it holds that for any
(7.13) ί Mi)
V
 '
 W
Thus (7.12), (7.13) and the definition of T imply
(7.14) ±7 *«(±7) = JV(*W(±7)) -^(±7) = I Ϊ1(ί
Then by the change of variable from p to — p in the integral (7.11) we get
ι*ι -*-""
By (7.14) we have
Since ί(Y)(±^)e*5 and 5 is bounded, it follows for any integer τw^(w
and for pφO that
(7.16) i ί f t
where C
m
 is independent of ??. Hence
(0.9) and (2.19) imply
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for s^Sk\Zφ and some constant O. Then by (7.15) and (7.17) we have
(7.18) |/ί| "
Here C^Σa^ η) belongs to L^S"'1). Thus it follows from (7.10) and
(7.18) that
/,+/, =
J |*
-
(7.19)  Σ βί(7yf l"IΓ( CTΪf »rI I x I -("-1)/2
where
(7.20)
for some C2(?) e L2(Sn^) independent of £ (Ξ Δ.
Next the rest 73 will be considered. Since φα has compact support, (2.28)
implies
supp q(rx, r) C [—A, A]
for some constant A. Then we can write
(7.21) 73 =
r—ζ
= 4+^32
(2.29) of Theorem 2.1 gives
dr
{ ^
-Ar—
Note the equation
t* _dr_
 = 2i arctan R.B
l-xr—iε
Then 1 1 — — | is uniformly bounded with respect to ?eΔ. Hence it followsj-Ar — ζ
that
(7.22) ι/32i^^ωkr(Λ-ι)/2-v,
where (^ (97) is independent of £eΔ and satisfies (2.30). Next 731 is considered.
Since
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|r|"-1β(r*,r)-|λ| -1ί(λ«,λ)
= {(»- 1) I f I
Jo
it follows from Corollary 6.4 that
(7.23) M r l -^
where £(97) is independent of feΔ and satisfies (2.30). On the other hand
it also follows that
(7.24) I |r I '-^(rx, r)-\\\ "-'ί(λ*, λ) |
Hence by (7.23) and (7.24)
(7.25) 1 1 r I •-'«(«?, r)- 1 λ | '-^ λ*, λ) |
| -«"-»'»-«»-« |r-λ|
for any ^ which satisfies 0<5<1 and v— ^ >0, where C( η) is independent of
and satisfies (2.30). Thus 731 is estimated by (7.25) as
(7.26)
Then (7.20), (7.22) and (7.26) imply (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) of theorem.
Next we shall consider the behavior of G(x, ζ) as € ^ 0. Note that
5U
ί
UHΓC
J UIIΓC/Wp-00
= Γ-ΓJ-oo Ju
In the same way as in the proof of (7.18) we can get
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I Const. \x\~l.
* muΛS' 'iα;,;! *
Thus
(7-28)
for some Cz( η)^L\S"~l) independent of λe[α, 6]. On the other hand it
follows from (7.8), (7.9) and the definition of φ1 that
(7.29)
= I λ I
Then (7.27), (7.28) and (7.29) give
γ=ι
= Σ βf (,)βΛ'«i" ^ w)'-11
 λ
 i O -DΛ i
fc(*,λ),
where
for some C2(y)^L2(Sn~l) independent of λe[α, ό]. It is easy to show the
existence of the limit of q(x, λ+/£). In fact q(x, λ+/ΐ)=/2+/3 holds and
it is clear for 72 from (7.15) and (7.20) and for 73 from (7.21). Then we put
q+(x, \)=q(xy λ+/0)+ϊι(#ι λ). This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
Q.E.D.
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